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INTRODUCTION 
Throughout this paper “ring” will mean an “associative ring wit’h an 
identity element” and “R-module” will mean “right R-module”. (The 
assumption of an identity ensures that right artinian rings arc right 
noetherian.) 
A ring R with an ideal I can be made into a topological ring by taking 
(I”, IZ z 1, 2,...) as a basis of neighborhoods of zero. This topology is called 
the I-topology and is Hausdorff if and only if nz;=, In ~:m 0. The completion fi 
of R in this topology is constructed as in commutative ring theory by taking 
equivalence classes of Cauchy sequences, (with respect to I”, ?z = 1, 2,...), 
of elements of R. (See e.g. [I] ch. X or [9] ch. VIII.) fi can also be regarded 
as the inverse limit of the sequence R/I +- R/P +- R/I3 - *.. \vhere each map 
is the natural homomorphism. If E is an R-module, then the I-topo@j, or 
natural topology, on E is obtained by taking (MJi, II r= 1, 2,...) as a basis of 
neighbourhoods of zero. This topology is Hausdorff if and only if 
nzcl EI” == 0. The completion of E in this topology is denoted by i? and j?’ 
is an A-module. If F is a submodulc of E, then F has two topologies; viz the 
nnt~ml topology and the induced topology, in which a basis of neighbourhoods 
of zero is (F n EI”, n = 1, 2 ,... )
Let R be a ring, and Z an ideal of R such that nz=, 1” ~~ 0. R is called an 
N-ring if R/I is right noetherian, an A-ring if R’I is right artinian, an F-ring 
if I is finitely generated as a right ideal and a C-ring if R is complete in the 
I-topology, i.e. every Cauchy sequence (with respect to (I”, IZ := I, 2,...)) 
of elements of R has a unique limit in R. If R satisfies more than one of ‘these 
conditions we say R is an NF-ring, an AFC-ring etc. For example, the 
complete local rings constructed in [3] are AFC-rings and the I-completion 
of an NF-ring is an NFC-ring. 
It is a classical result of Gull-Cohen that a commutative SFC-ring is 
noetherian. In this paper we study NFC-rings and, in particular, -lFC-rings. 
The main result is the following: 
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Let R be a AFC’-ring, E a Hausdorff R-module and P a submodule of E. 
Consider the following conditions: 
(i) F is a finitely generated R-module. 
(ii) For each integer /t, 3n such that F 17 RI“ CRII”. 
(iii) F is a closed submodule of I:‘. 
Then (i) implies (ii) and (iii). If 1!’ is finitely generated then (ii) implies (i). 
Thus when E is finitely generated, F is finitely generated if and only if the 
induced topology on F coincides with the natural topology. (That (i) implies 
(iii) was first proved by Hinohara, [.5]). 
Unlike the commutative case, there exist AFC-rings which are not right 
noetherian. However it is still an open question whether the completion R of 
a right noetherian AF-ring R is necessarily right noetherian. For an NF-ring R 
this is not so. We give an example of a right and left noetherian integral 
domain n-ith a prime ideal I-‘, with R/P an integral domain, such that the 
P-completion of R is not right or left noetherian. 
Finally, vve use this example to answer a question raised by Goldie. Let R 
be a right and left noetherian ring and P be a prime ideal of R. In [3], Goldie 
has constructed a local ring 0 of R with respect to P. The canonical 
homomorphism of R into 0 has kernel H. Let S’(P) (c t R 1 cx E P m-1. s E P 
and .TC E P -I- x E P). Then il contains flz , P”, (x E R 1 xc : 0 for some 
c E ‘i(P)) and (X E R ~ cs 0 for some c E K(P)). In [4], Goldic has asked 
whether i-Z is the ideal generated by these three sets. This is not so since in the 
example these three sets are all zero but ZZ is not zero. In fact R/H 
is commutative. 
1. I~FINTIONS AND NOTATION 
\I’e assume that the reader is familar with the construction and basic 
results of completions as found in [I] ch. S or [9] ch. VIII. Throughout this 
section let R be a ring, Z an ideal of R such that fizz,ZP1 == 0, R be the 
Z-completion of R and E be a Hausdorff R-module. The completion g of E 
is the set of equivalence classes of Cauchy sequences, with respect to 
(EI”, n 1,2,...), of elements of E. Since E is Hausdorff, we may regard I?’ 
as an R-submodule of 8. If F is a subset of E, then the closure F of F in E is 
n& (F - EI?“). (See [9], 1Q53.) If F . . isa subset of 8, then the closure 
of F in & is (Jz:i (F -+ EZ;?). If F is a subset of E then (Closure 
of F in B) n $5 -=- (closure of P in 1:‘). (‘This is easily seen using 
RZsj” n I:’ ~-- EZ?*.) If B is a finitely generated R-module then Z? is generated 
as an R-module, by E. 
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For the remainder of this secti we suppose that I is finitely generated as 
a right ideal. For each integer n, I n, the completion of 1” as a right R-module 
may be regarded as an ideal of ii. When I is finitely generated as a right ideal, 
I == i,R -r ... + i,R say, then 1 = ii& ~~ ... i,f? and$ == (1)“. 
The associated graded ring G(R) of R with respect to I is defined as in 
commutative ring theory. Its underlying group is the direct sum of the abelian 
groups R,iI 0 I/P 0 ... . G(R) and G(R) R/i $8 l/r^’ @ ... arc isomorphic 
as graded rings. G(E) denotes the G(R)- module ElEI Q> EIlEP G, ... It‘ F
is a submodule of E, let F” be the G(R)-module 
which is regarded as a submodule of G(E) by extending the caronical 
isomorphism, F n EI”/F n EI” 1 g (F 1 L’ZELI” ‘) n EI’ljEI” 1’. 
Let E be an R-module and F a submodule of E. Then Z? and F satisfy the 
full .2rtin-Rees property, (respectively the eceak A&-Rees property), if 3t 
such that, for n > t, F n EI” = (F n EIf) Inef, (respectively if, for each 
intcgcr k, 3n such that F r\ 3” C FIP). 
If R is complete in the I-adic topology- then 1 C J(R), the Jacobson radical 
of K. The ideal of R generated by the elements ,x1 . . . . . s,, E R is denoted by 
(VI ,...: .\n). 
‘I’hroughout this section, let R be a ring, 1 an ideal of R such that 
nz , I’! ~~ 0 and consider the I-topology on R. If R is an R-module with the 
I-topology- and P a submodule of E then F dcnotcs the closure of F in R. 
G(E) and F ( arc as defined in Section I. 
2.1 Ixnrnw Let 13 be an R-mod& nud 17, G submodules of E. Therl 
(i) F-k _ F;*. 
(ii) If F is a closed submodule of B and F C G :aith F f G, then F* (1 (;’ 
TCitJI F* -<- G” I . 
Proof. (i) is immediate since F + EI” = F EI” for all n. 
(ii) SupposeF* = G?‘. Choose g E G with g t$F. 
If q E RI?’ but p $ EIn+l, then by hvpothesis 3fi E F such that g -fr E EI” ’ I. 
Similar!y 3t2 t F such that g -ii -.f, t EI” 2. Repeating this argument 
gives g E 0; , (F -j- EP) F, since F is closed. Contradiction. 
2.2 T,ESIMA. Let R be CI C-ring, E be a HuusdorfJ R-module and F 
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a submodule of E. If F* is a $nitely generated G(R)-module then F is a finitely 
generated R-module and is a closed submodule of E. 
l'roof. Suppose F* is finite!y generated. Then we can choose a finite 
number fi ,..., fnl of elements ofF such that, if fi E EIn(i) but fi 6 EP(+r, then 
the elements [fj $~ Eln(i)~+l], 1 -:; i :: m g enerate F*. Just as in commutative 
ring theory the elements fi . . . . . f,,! generate F. Since F* F* by Lemma 2.1 
(i), F is generated by fi ,..., fn, . Thus F : F. 
2.3 LEMMA. Let R be a C-ring, E be a Hausdorfl R-module and F a sub- 
module of E. 
(i) Let .fi ,..., fn E F. Then fi ,..., ffl generate F if and only ij 
[fi -i FII $1.., [fn + Fll 
generate FIFI. 
(ii) Let R be an &FC-ring and E a $nitely generated R-module. If 3a such 
that F n EIa C FI, then F is jinitely generated. 
(iii) Let R be an NFC-ring. If 
(a) either E or F is finitely generated and 
(b) for each integer k, 3n such that F n EI” C FI”, then F is finitely generated 
and closed. 
Proof. (i) Well known, see e.g. [9], Cor. 2 to Thm. 7, p. 259. 
(ii) The conditions on R/f and I imply that R/I” is right noetherian and 
so E/EI” is a noetherian R-module. Hence F/F n EIa which is isomorphic to 
F -I.-- EI”lI?I” is finitely generated. Since F n EIa C FI, F/FI is finitely 
generated and so F is finitely generated by (i). 
(iii) (a) and (b) implyF is finitely generated by (ii). The closure F ofF in B 
is precisely the set of elements of E which are limits of Cauchy sequences of 
elements of F with respect to (EI?l, II =-= I, 2,...) or equally with respect to 
(F n EI”, n = 1, 2,...). (b) implies that the induced topology on F coincides 
with the natural topology. Since F is finitely generated and R is complete, 
F is complete in its natural topology. (cf. Section 1 or [9], proof of Cor. 2 
to Thm. 5, p. 257.) ThusF == p. 
2.4 LEMMA. Let R be an AF-ring, E a Hausdorff R-module and F a 
submodule of I?. Ij’F is finitely generated then for each integer k, 3 n such that 
F n I? C FIlc. 
Proof. (Following Hinohara.) The hypotheses on R/I and I imply that 
RjP is right artinian for each intcgcr k. Consider the finitely generated 
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R-module, Fk = F $ FIklFIk. F, may be regarded canonically as a Rilk 
module and so is artinian. Consider the descending chain of submodules of 
F -,- FP, (F n El) + FIk3 (F n Hz) + FIk r) ... . Since, for any integer II, 
and 
we have nE, (F n RI”) + FIk = FP. Since F, is artinian, 3 n such that 
F n EI” C FI”. 
2.5 LEMMA. Let R be a ring, I an ideal of R, E an R-module and F a 
submodule of E such that 3 a with F n EIa C FI, the closure of FI in E. If 3 
fl ,...,,fn EF such that 
F m= fiR + . ..+fnR$(FnEIa) then F-f,Ri.‘.$-f,R+(Fr,~~II) 
for any integer j. 
Proof. Suppose thatj > a is an integer such that 
F =fiR + ... +fnR +(Fn EP). 
Then F n Eli C F n (FI $- EIi+l) = FI -1 (F n EIj-tl). But 
FI :z flI + ... +fJ $(Fn EIj)I 
CfJ +- -.. bfnI + (F n EPl). 
So F C fiR + ..+ + f7,R + (F n EIj+l). 
2.6 LEMMA. Let R be a FC-ring, E a Hausdorff R-module and F a sub- 
module of E. If (a) for each integer k, there corresponds an integer n(k) such that 
F n EIn(‘i) C FIk and either (b) F is finitely generated or (b’) R is an NFC-ring 
and E is finitely generated, then F n El n(k) C FI& and F is finitely generated. 
Proof. Assume (b). 
F n EIn(k) C F n (FIk + EInck+l)) = FIk + (F n EInck+l)). 
So for any integer r > 1 
F n EWk) CFIk + (FIk) I + ... + (FIk) IT + (F n EIn(k+T+l)). 
Since FI” is finitely generated, E is Hausdorff and R is complete we have 
F n EInffi) C FIk. 
Assume (b’). We can choose a finite number of elements fi ,..., fn of F 
such that F = fiR + ... + fnR + (F n EI”(l)). (cf. proof of Lemma 2.3 (ii).) 
Set 1;” _: f$ ~-1 .. . -j-fnR. Tl~en b!- Lemma 2.6 F = F’ + (F n HI) for any 
intcgerj and so FIz =- F’I’ + (FI! n MJ) for any I andj. Thus 
FlF‘1’ + Eli _ FfI’ + E~J 
The proof is completed as in (b). F F’ as in Lemma 2.3 (ii). 
2.7 'I'IIEOREM. Let R he an AFC-ring, E he a Hausdorff R-module and F 
a submodule of E. Consider the followin<g conditions. 
(i) F is finitely generated. 
(ii) For each integer k, 3n such thut F n EI” C FP 
(iii) F is closed. 
Then (i) implies (ii) and (iii). If E is$nitely generated then (ii) implies (i). 
(That (i) implies (iii) wus f%st proved b-y Hinohara [5].) 
Proof. That (i) implies (ii) follows from Lemmas 2.4 and 2.6. (i) and (ii) 
imply (iii) by Lemma 2.3, (iii). If E is finitely generated, then (ii) implies (i) 
by Lemma 2.3, (ii). 
2.8 COROLLARY. Let R and E be as in Theorem 2.7 with E finitely generated. 
Then a submodule F of E is $nitely generated if and only if F n EIn C FI for 
some n. 
Proof. Theorem 2.7 and Lemma 2.3. 
2.9 COROLLARY. Let R be an AF-ring, E be a finitely generated Hausdorfl 
R-module and F a submodule of E. Let I? be the I-completion of R and E the 
I-completion of E. If K is a subset of E, then K denotes the closure of K in E and 
cl(K) denotes the closure of K in E. The f 11 o owing conditions are equivalent. 
(i) cLF is a $nitely generated R-module. 
(ii) For each integer k, 3n such that clF n El% C (clF) ih 
(iii) For each integer k, 3 n such that F n EIn C FIh. 
(iv) 3 a such that F n EIa C FI. 
Proof. (i) - (ii) by Theorem 2.7. 
(ii) 2 (iii). Since clF is finitely generated and f is finitely generated as a 
right ideal, (clF)lk is finitely generated and so closed and is the closure in E 
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of FI”‘. Intersecting both sides of the condition in (ii) with E gives the 
condition in (iii). 
(iii) ~’ (iv). 
(iv) :, (i). We require the following simple fact. If K is a subset of E then 
elk’ = cl(R). The conditions on R and E imply that we can choose a finite 
number ji ,...,fn of elements of F such that 
F = f,R f ... +fiLR + (F n EIa). 
Set G =fiR + ... 7- f,R. Then F = G -t (F n E11) for anyj by Lemma 2.5. 
So F = G. Then clF = clli =- clG = clG mm fil? + .‘. + fnl? by Theorem 2.7. 
Thus (iv) implies (i). 
2.10 THEOREM. Let R be an NFC-ring, E a finitely generated Hausdorff 
R-module and F a submodule of E. Let G(R) be the associated graded ring of R, 
G(E) be the associated graded module of E and F* be the submodule 
F/Fn EI@Fn EIjFn E12@... 
of G(E). F* is a finitely generated G(R) module ;f and only if 3 such that for 
n > t, F n EP = (F n EIt) In-f. 
Proof. (cf [2]. ch. III, Section 3, no. 1,Prop. 3). LetF* be finitely generated. 
Let t be an integer such that F* is generated by 
F/FnEI@...@FnEItjFnEP1. 
Let k be an integer 2 t. Then, for r 2 I, 
F n EIkfr/F n EIk+rtl = (F n EIk/F n EIX‘f1)(I/12)7. 
Thus F n EIk+r = (F n EIk) IT + (F n EP+‘+l). Set Fk = F n EP. By 
Lemma 2.6, Fk is finitely generated and F,c n EIkfr = F,P. Thus 
F n EIkfr = (F n EP) IT. 
The converse is straightforward. 
Remark. Let R be an AFC-ring and E a finitely generated Hausdorff 
R-module. Then a submodule F of E is finitely generated if and only if, for 
each integer k, 3n such that F n EI” CFP. I;* is finitely generated if 
and only if 3t such that for n > t, F n EI” = (F n EP) In-t. It is an open 
question whether F finitely generated implies F* is finitely generated. 
2.1 I LEMMA. Let R be an NF-ring, E a finitely generated Hausdorff 
R-module and suppose that finitely generated submodules of E are closed, Let F 
be a submodule of E. 
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(i) If 3a such that F n EI” C FI then F is finitely generated. 
(ii) If R/I is right artinian and F is jinitely generated then 3a such that 
Fn EI”CFI. 
Proof. (i) We can choose a finite number fi ,..., fn of elements of F such 
that F :=- .f,R + .*. t fnR -I+ (F f~ EI”) (cf proof of 2.3 (ii)). By Lemma 2.5, 
F is contained in the closure of fiR + .** + fnR which is fiR + ... --I- fnR 
since finitely generated submodules are closed. 
(ii) By Lemma 2.4.3 a such that F n Mu C %. Since F is finitely generated, 
I;I is finitely generated and so closed. 
2.12 LElmI.4. Let R be an KVF-ring and E be a noetherian Hausdorff R-module. 
(i) If I C J, the Jacobson radical of R, and zffor each submodule F of E, there 
corresponds an integer a such that F n EIa C FI, then submodules of E are 
closed. 
(ii) If R/I is right artinian and submodules of E are closed then jar each 
submodule F of E, there corresponds an a such that F n EIa C FI. 
Proof. (i) is proved as in Theorem 5.3 of [3]. 
(ii) is proved as Lemma 2.11 (ii). 
Combining 2.11 and 2.12 gives 
2.13 LEMMA. Let R be an NIT-ring and E a jinitely generated Hausdorff 
R-module. Suppose that for each submodule F of E, 3a such that F n EIa C FI. 
(i) If jkitely generated submodules of E are closed then E is a noetherian 
R-module. 
(ii) If I C J, the Jacobson radical of R, and E is a noetherian R-module then 
submodules of E are closed. 
2.14 COROLLARY. Let R be an AF-ring with I C J, the Jacobson radical 
of R, and E be a finitely generated Hausdorff R-module. Any two of the following 
three conditions imply the third. 
(i) E is noetherian. 
(ii) Finitely generated submodules of E are closed. 
(iii) For each submodule F of E, 3a such that F n El” C FI. 
We now show that the complete local rings constructed in [3] are 
AFC-rings. We follow the notation of that paper. Thus let R be a right and 
left noetherian ring and P be a prime ideal of R. Let Q be the corresponding 
complete local ring and Ii? its maximal ideal. Then &/Ii? is a semi-simple 
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right and left artinian ring and s is complete in the &-topology. It only 
remains to show that k is finitely generated as a right ideal. &/A$” is 
isomorphic to the classical right quotient ring of R/P). Thus if P is generated 
as a right ideal by p, ,..., p then A = pi0 -1 0.. +p& + AZ. Since & 
is complete, & = pi& + ... + pn& by Lemma 2.3. 
Let h be a field and R the free h-algebra with an identity generated by a 
finite number xi ,..., x of indeterminates. Let R be the (xi ,..., s )-completion 
of R. Then i? may be regarded as the ring of formal power series in n 
noncommuting indeterminates. i? is an AFC-ring and is not right noetherian. 
For example, consider the case when n = 2 and set xi = .X and X, = y. 
We have the following strictly ascending chain of ideals, 
(xyx) c (xyx, xy2x) c (xyx, xy’x, xy?x) c . . 
This example also shows that although finitely generated right ideals of an 
AFC-ring are closed, it is not necessarily true that all right ideals are closed 
or that closed right ideals are finitely generated. Thus let E be the union of 
the above ascending chain of ideals. Then the element .zy.~ + .zy”x + my% f . . . 
of l? belongs to i? but does not belong to E. E is not finitely generatedi as a 
right ideal since it can be shown that, for each integer n, the right ideal 
E + (x, y>“‘“/(x, y)“+3 of S/(X, y)n+s cannot be generated by less than n 
elements. 
In the theorem that finitely generated right ideals of an AX-ring are closed 
the condition that R be complete cannot be dropped in view of Nagata’s 
example in [a]. Also the condition that “R/I is right artinian” cannot be 
replaced by “R/I is right noetherian ” in view of the example in Section 3. 
Nagata’s example is a commutative local ring R, (i.e. non-units of R form an 
ideal 121 and nz=i M” = 0), such that M is finitely generated but R is not 
noetherian. By the KrulllCohen theorem, the M-completion of R is 
noetherian. R has a principal ideal E which is not closed. It is easily shown 
that E is not finitely generated and that for each integer n, E n MTLfl C ii%!P 
and E n :QP+l C EM”. (cf Lemma 2.3 and Theorem 2.7). 
3. il COUNTEREXAMPLE ON COMPLETIONS OF KIGHT NOETHERIAN ICINGS 
In this section we give an example of a right and left noetherian domain R 
with a completely prime ideal I and a principal closed right ideal uR such that 
the closure E of uR in fi is not finitely generated. 
Let k be a field and S = k[y, U] the commutative polynomial algebra. over 
k ony and u. Let R be the ring obtained from S by adjoining an indeterminate 
v subject to the relationsyv - vy = 0 and uz - uu = uy. R may be regarded 
as a “subalgebra” of a certain universal enveloping algebra. Thus let k(y) 
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bc the quotient field of k[y] and I, be the two dimensional solvable Lit 
algebra over h(y) with basis u, z’ and [u, V] uy. (Note that coefficients 
will be written on the right.). I,et =1 bc the universal enveloping algebra of L. 
Then R is the k-subalgebra of A generated by y, U, 2’. R is a right and left 
noetherian domain, [7] Theorem 9 and [6] p. 164. If Y E R then Y is a unique 
k-linear combination of the monomials u WY’, [6] p. 159. Set I :~~ (u, 21). Then 
R/I E k[y] and so is a domain. Kate that uy?l--l [..[Zl, V])...) 7’1 E I”. so 
If1 has k-basis consisting of the monomials &Jy’ where i ’ 0 and 
i pi j - 1 II together with the monomials Sy’, j II. ‘I’hus n,; 1 I” = 0. 
Since every element of lli can be \~ritten as a Iunique k-linear combination of 
the monomials zr’e:‘y’, i 0, i ( j 1 I 12 and Vy3, 1 0, modulo ITL’ml, ^ 
every element of IZ can be written uniquelv as an infinite sum, thus 
Al(Y) -1 UC1 -t z’~1(J~) 4 u%-2 zlyc;$ L1CC4 7+( 3’) 1 ” wlicrc c’s fz k 
and the d’s arc polynomials. Ixt ~,~=,l~~“~,i be any pocvcr series in y, then 
-Y Ull ,, uy”c,, is an element of 12 and E E, the closure of uR in fi. Suppose E is 
finitely generated, s,ri ; ... 1 s,,,R sa!, \vherc 
s, “liio zlydil zlcd,, ‘., d’s c k. 
Then 2,: -(, uy”c,, ~= SlYL it ..’ ~j~ S,,,~,,,  \\herc F’S E i?. X typical term on the 
right hand side is (~~-~~‘yI)(~“zl~y’~). \IIlen written in standard form, this 
contailx a term in zw”, onlv if i 0, j 0, (I 0 and /I =- 0. So \ve need 
onIF consider the terms in uy’ which appear in s1 ,..., s ,, ‘l’hus let 
xc~zO uyJ’ol, appear in s1 ,..., C :-,, z~y”6, appear in s,,, Then 
C~ollecting together the terms of the same dcgrce in y \ve have x,T uy” & 0 
and so d,, 0 1~~ the unique representation. Thus we have proved that the 
polr cr series ring k[[y]] is a finitely generated module over 12[y] and this is 
f&c for any field h. (If Iz is countable, finitely generated h[y] modules arc also 
countable but /<[[?,I] is uncountable. If !i is uncountable finitely- generated 
h[ J] modules ha\c countable dimension over k, but k[[y]] has uncountable 
dimension owr Iz since the elements (41 -_ A) ml, h E /< are linearly independent.) 
So B is not finitely gcncratcd. 
Kenznrlis I. IVotc that for an)- integer II, URN I” $ ulsince the left hand side 
3 Al?;“+‘. (‘sing the unique representation, it is easy to see that uR and ul arc 
closed right ideals of R. It \vould be interesting to know lvhether (i) e (iv) 
of C’orollarv 2.9 is still true when “R/I is right artinian” is replaced by 
“R/f is right noetherian.” 
7 u, 7’ arc a normalising set of generators for I in the sense of [7]. Thus l. 
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UK - Ru and aR = Rz modulo (u). In fi, 1 = ui? -+ zfi = i&l -1 & but 
24, 2: are not a normalizing set of generators of 1. For example 
3. Consider non localisation with respect to the prime ideal I. Since 
UY I’ l t I” and [y”-’ -1 I] is a regular element of R/I, u belongs to the nth 
symbolic power ltT1) of I for each integer JZ --= 1, 2. 3,... (Set [3] Lemma 4. I). 
Thus u E N = nc::_, FT1). So R/H is commutative. 
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